The 32nd Penn Linguistics Colloquium

February 22–24, 2008
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA

keynote speaker

Sandra Chung
UC Santa Cruz
"Chamorro possessives and the syntax-semantics of subjects"

special session

Prosody and its interfaces
Invited Speaker
Satoshi Tomioka
University of Delaware
“Intervention Effects in Focus”

Call for Participation

The 32nd Annual Penn Linguistics Colloquium will be held at the University of Pennsylvania’s Jon M. Huntsman Hall.

The PLC 32 program also includes sessions on syntax, phonetics, phonology, and semantics. The program with links to abstracts is available online at: http://www.ling.upenn.edu/Events/PLC

Early-bird registration (before February 19): $25 (student rate: $20).
On-site registration registration: $30 (student rate: $25)

This event is supported by funding from the University of Pennsylvania’s Graduate and Professional Student Assembly and SASgov.

email plc32@ling.upenn.edu  visit www.ling.upenn.edu/Events/PLC